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Abstract
Membrane potential and fast ion imaging are now standard optical techniques routinely used to
record dynamic physiological signals in several preparations in vitro. Whereas detailed resolution of
optical signals can be improved by confocal or two-photon microscopy, high spatial and temporal
resolution can be obtained using conventional microscopy and affordable light sources and cameras.
Thus, standard wide-field imaging methods are still the most common in research laboratories and can
often produce measurements with a signal-to-noise ratio that is superior to other optical approaches.
This paper seeks to review the most important instrumentation used in these experiments, with
particular reference to recent technological advances. We analyse in detail the optical constraints
dictating the type of signals that are obtained with voltage and ion imaging and we discuss how to use
this information to choose the optimal apparatus. Then, we discuss the available light sources with
specific attention to LEDs and solid state lasers. We then address the current state-of-the-art of
available CCD, EMCCD and CMOS cameras and we analyse the characteristics that need to be taken
into account for the choice of optimal detector. Finally, we conclude by discussing prospective future
developments that are likely to further improve the quality of the signals expanding the capability of
the techniques and opening the gate to novel applications.
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Introduction
In physiological research, optical recordings of ion concentration and membrane potential changes
(ΔVm) are now routinely taken in many laboratories (see Helmchen & Konnerth Eds, 2011). Whereas
confocal and two-photon (2P) microscopy are used to localise signals in three dimensions, standard
imaging measurements using wide-field illumination and camera detection are most commonly used
and remain preferable in many situations for several reasons. First, they allow fast measurements from
many sites with a spatial resolution, in principle, limited only by the size and number of pixels of the
camera. Second, both charge coupled device (CCD) and complementary metal oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) cameras have high performance in relation to these types of measurement; in particular they
are efficient at capturing photons at all visible wavelengths, they have low intrinsic (read-out) noise
and they are capable of reaching full-frame acquisition rates in the order of kHz. Third, the accuracy of
widefield measurements is often superior compared with confocal or 2P imaging because of the higher
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) achievable. Finally, the instrumentation is generally cheaper, easier to
install and more user-friendly.
In vitro or ex-vivo optical recordings, mainly used in brain (Homma et al., 2009) and heart
research (Efimov et al., 2005), are performed in culture preparations, in tissue slices (for example in
acute brain slices, Grinvald et al., 1982; Augustine 1994), or in intact organs (for example in the heart,
Walton et al., 2010). In general optical measurements can be divided into two categories: those
performed on single cells typically individually stained with dyes dissolved in the intracellular solution
and loaded via a sharp or patch-clamp electrode (see for example Canepari et al., 2008); and those
performed on multiple cells either stained extracellularly with AM-forms of ion indicators and voltage
sensitive dyes or genetically encoding Ca2+ indicators (Miyawaki et al., 1997) or more recent voltagesensitive proteins (Mutoh et al., 2011; Jin et al., 2012). The feasibility of calibrating signals, as well as
recording the amplitude of an optical signal corresponding to a given physiological signal, depends on
the type of experiment. In order to optimise the instrumentation it is important to understand the
characteristics of the biological preparation. For example, photons emitted by single cells may be
substantially fewer than those emitted by a stained tissue illuminated at the same intensity and
wavelength. In contrast, the fractional change of fluorescence (ΔF/F) corresponding to a given
physiological signal can be significantly larger in the case of a single emitting cell.
The performance of commercially available illumination and detection systems has improved
significantly in the last decade. We will provide an overview of the currently available instruments,
analysing in detail advantages and disadvantages of different devices in relation to the most common
applications. In analysing the light source, we will start with a historical overview to describe the
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technological developments that led to the transition from lamps, which were typically used until 10
years ago, to systems based on light emitting diodes (LEDs) or solid-state lasers. In the same way, in
the following section, we will describe the progression from cameras based on photodiode arrays and
“slow” CCD cameras, to fast CCD cameras, electron multiplying CCD (EMCCD) cameras and CMOS
cameras. Finally, we will discuss the future of the instrumentation, highlighting technologies which
will become available to researchers in the next few years.

Needs and constraints in voltage and ion imaging applications
In designing the optimal apparatus for a particular voltage or ion fluorescence measurement, two
important features of the optical signal must be primarily taken into account: the amplitude of the
signal, in terms of fractional change of fluorescence (ΔF/F), and the kinetics of any physiological
changes. It is obvious that, ideally, one wants to maximize the size of the signal; in practise the optimal
measurement is the one that maximizes the S/N. As a practical example, it is useful to see the
difference of performing Ca2+ imaging using different indicators. Experiments using Fluo indicators
are characterised by poor background fluorescence but large dynamic range permitting high ΔF/F
signals (Harkins et al., 1993); in contrast, Calcium-Green or Oregon Green have larger background
fluorescence but smaller dynamic range (Thomas et al., 2000). The size of ΔF/F signals will also
depend on the absorption and emission spectra of the indicator and the extent to which wavelengths
can be optimised. This is particularly the case for ratiometric ion indicators and for several voltage
sensitive dyes. Fig.1 illustrates the case of the styryl voltage sensitive dye JPW1114 excited at 532 nm
by a laser and at the 500-550 nm wavelength band by the filtered light of a xenon lamp (Canepari et
al., 2010). For this type of dye, a membrane potential depolarisation produces a red-shift of the
absorption spectrum. Thus, the ΔF/F signal is ~2.5 larger when fluorescence is excited at a narrow
band at the edge of the dye absorption spectrum (532 nm) than with a large band closer to the dye
absorption peak.
It is useful here to consider that a light measurement is always associated with an intrinsic photon
noise and at constant conditions the number of measured photons fluctuates from a mean value <M>;
the standard deviation (SD) of these fluctuations is given by the square root of the mean number of
measured photons. Because in an imaging experiment one wishes to measure a percentage change in
the number of photons, i.e. a ΔF/F signal, it is necessary that this change is larger than the fluctuations
of the photon noise. If the threshold for a signal to be detectable over the noise is set to 3 times the SD
of the photon noise (i.e. S/N≥3), the smallest detectable ΔF/F will be 30% if <M> = 100 photons, it
will be 3% if <M> = 104 photons and it will be 0.3% if <M> = 106 photons. Thus, larger ΔF/F signals
can be measured with less background fluorescence. More photons can be obtained by increasing the
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power of illumination, but also by summing photons from rectangular arrays of pixels, a process called
binning, or from adding consecutive frames, in this way decreasing either the spatial or the temporal
resolution of the measurement. The golden rule of “more photons are necessary to measure a smaller
ΔF/F signal” is therefore associated with the effective spatial and temporal resolution of the detectable
signal but is also crucial when choosing the optimal camera. Thus, a first parameter to take into
account is the well-depth (or well-capacitance), i.e. the maximum number of electrons (e-) per pixel
that can be excited by photon absorption. This will set the smallest ΔF/F signal that can be measured
by a single pixel in a single trial. For example if the well-depth is = 104, it is evident that signals <3%
can be measured only by averaging fluorescence over several pixels or by averaging several trials to
obtain a total background fluorescence corresponding to a number of photons larger than the welldepth. For detectors that can operate at higher speeds than the required measurements the temporal
binning (or frame averaging) can also be used to increase the effective well-depth. As different
detectors can and do have a wide range of pixels sizes it is important to consider the well-depth per
unit area in addition to the well-depth per pixel when assessing the achievable spatial resolution. The
second parameter to take into account is the read-out noise, which is the additional noise of the camera
associated with the capture and digitisation of each frame. The goal is always to have a photon noise
significantly higher than the read-out noise, i.e. to be limited by the physics of the measurement and
not by the apparatus. Thus, if the read-out noise is 20 e-, the camera is adequate to measure a ΔF/F
signal of 1% with a background fluorescence of 105 photons (i.e. a signal of 103 photons), but it will
not be adequate to measure a ΔF/F signal of 20% with a background fluorescence of 400 photons. An
example of photon noise limited recording of a Ca2+ ΔF/F signal is reported in Fig.2. In this case, the
recording is taken at 2,000 frames/s and at this speed the read-out noise is 12 e-. Thus, the light in the
sample pixel reported in Fig.2 corresponding to 2,500 photons will have a photon noise=50 photons
that will dominate the read-out noise of the camera. Finally, it is also necessary to take into account the
number of bits that each pixel is digitised to, typically ≥12 to produce >4000 discrete levels of
fluorescence. In the case of the recording of Fig.2, the signal was digitised to 14 bits.
The optimal measurement is also the one in which the detector is sampling the fluorescence change
fast enough to measure its kinetics. As with electrical recordings, the sampling frequency must be at
least twice the maximal frequency component of the signal to avoid distortion. Thus, whereas the
recording of an action potential in the dendrite can be often achieved at 2-5 kHz (Canepari et al.,
2007), the measurement of axonal action potentials requires higher acquisition frequencies (Foust et
al., 2010). In addition to matching the temporal resolution to the kinetics it is important to ensure that
the sensor size, pixel size, and number of pixels are sufficient to resolve the required field of view in
enough detail to answer the physiological question being addressed.
5

Light sources
Historical overview of light sources for voltage and ion imaging
Ideal light sources for membrane potential and ion imaging must provide high intensities of
illumination at particular wavelengths and must be stable, with fluctuations of less than 0.1%. Until
recently, the most commonly used light sources were lamps. Tungsten and halogen lamps, an
economic solution to obtain white stable light that could band-filtered in the visible range, were used
for pioneering studies of membrane potential and Ca2+ imaging (see for example Ross et al., 1974;
Brown et al., 1975). These were progressively replaced by stabilised xenon, mercury and metal halide
arc lamps offering somewhat reduced stability, but much higher point intensities of illumination
(Thomson & Hageage, 1975). Xenon lamps produce a uniform spectrum permitting selection of any
wavelength in the near-infrared, visible and near-ultraviolet range. For this reason, they are also used
as light sources in fast monochromators such as the Polychrome (TILL Photonics GmbH, Gräfelfing,
Germany) and the Optoscan (Cairn Research Ltd, Faversham, UK). In contrast to xenon lamps, the
spectra of mercury and metal halide lamps are characterised by six major peaks in the ultraviolet visible range. Several of these peaks are potentially useful for ion and membrane measurements, but
these lamps are generally less stable than xenon lamps and rarely suitable for physiological studies
where signal changes are small. Stable Xenon arc lamps from 100 to 250 Watts are however
manufactured by several companies including microscope manufacturers; although these should be
tested carefully as many do have residual mains interference or other instability due to arc wander.
Despite their high power, the monochromatic (or nearly-monochromatic) light reaching the backaperture of the objective can often be limited in power to a few milliwatts. In addition, arc lamps
stabilise in several minutes and they need to be constantly on to be operational; illumination for short
time intervals is therefore only achieved using mechanical shutters such as those commercialised by
Vincent Associates (Rochester, NY). The need for more powerful and more practical light sources has
led researchers to seek alternatives as described below.

LEDs
In the last decade, stable LED illuminators permitting usable power of tens of milliwatts at many
different wavelengths have become an attractive solution for voltage and ion imaging (Entcheva et al.,
2004). LED systems are now commercialised by microscope manufacturers as well as by specialist
companies such as Cairn Research, Thorlabs (Newton, NJ), CoolLED (UK) and Rapp OptoElectronic
(Hamburg, Germany). LED light can be introduced episcopically into all commercial research
6

microscopes and the devices thermally stabilised to avoid intensity fluctuations and to protect the
diode from heat damage. In addition to the higher practical illumination power achievable, LED
systems are more economical than lamps and they have several technical advantages. A first advantage
is that LEDs reach their full intensity in microseconds and they can therefore be triggered by a digital
TTL pulse. Thus, they don’t require shutters and can be modulated to give extremely short exposure
times, Although they do usually require optical filtering, to remove residual bleed-through into the
emission band, they do not produce significant heat and therefore do not require infra-red filtering. A
second advantage is the wide range of colours that are currently available, from ultraviolet to infra-red,
having spectral bandwidths ranging between 20 nm and 200 nm. Because of the low cost and compact
size, several LEDs can be cascaded using dichroic beamsplitters permitting simultaneous illumination
at different wavelengths. It should be noted that LED intensity at the specimen is largely dictated by
the epi-condenser optics and that direct illumination into the objective lens is usually preferable to
using the standard microscope epi-condenser which will be optimised for arc lamps rather than LEDs.
For ion imaging using commercial organic indicators the illumination intensity obtainable with
LEDs is sufficient for all practical applications. In contrast, membrane potential imaging requires highintensity monochromatic light to resolve ΔF/F signals ranging between 0.1 and 10%, which are
sampled at sub-millisecond intervals. For this type of applications, LED illumination is inferior
compared to the high monochromatic power obtainable with a laser. Currently, the light power
obtained at the back-aperture of the objective with an LED is <100 mW and is not truly
monochromatic. Monochromatic illumination power of 200-300 mW can, however, be obtained using
economic solid state lasers.

Lasers
Unlike in confocal, 2P, and TIRF applications the laser beam in voltage dye measurements is
typically expanded and focussed onto the back-aperture of the objective to produce widefield
illumination. In our experience uniform illumination cannot be efficiently obtained by simply using the
epifluorescence port of a commercial microscope. Thus, whole-field laser illumination at 532 nm, ideal
for voltage imaging using the voltage sensitive dye JPW1114, was obtained using a dedicated mirror
system from TILL Photonics inserted into the field-stop slider of an Olympus BX51 microscope
(Holthoff et al., 2010; Canepari et al., 2010). In order to permit simultaneous secondary illumination
from the epifluorescence port of the microscope, necessary to combine voltage imaging with other
optical techniques, Cairn Research developed a dedicated system incorporating a beam expander and
weak diffuser allowing direct epi-illumination from above the objective (described in Vogt et al.,
2011a; 2011b).
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Laser illumination is typically noisier than LED illumination. Nevertheless, in the kilohertz range,
economic solid-state lasers with fluctuations <0.1% are now available, for instance the MLL series
from CNI (Changchun, China) or the Excelsior from Newport-Spectra-Physics (Mountain View, CA).
Other commercial providers for this type of economical laser are Laserglow (Toronto, Canada) and
Cobolt (Stockholm, Sweden). As shown in Fig.1, voltage imaging using dyes that respond to changes
in membrane potential with a shift in the absorption spectrum, such as the commercial styryl dyes,
benefit greatly from using monochromatic laser light at the edge of the absorption spectrum. This
dramatically increases the sensitivity of the measurement (Kuhn et al., 2004). Thus, 532 nm (Canepari
et al., 2010) and 543 nm (Vogt et al., 2011a) lasers are ideal for voltage imaging experiments using
JPW1114 or di-8-ANEPPS (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).
A disadvantage of current affordable high power lasers is that they are based on diode pumped
solid state (DPSS) technology and are consequently not sufficiently stable when triggered by a TTL
pulse. Thus, useful laser illumination requires a mechanical shutter. In addition, although lasers are
available at different wavelengths, the cost, power and stability are highly variable.

Cameras
Slow CCD cameras and fast photodiode arrays.
By the early nineties CCD camera technology had evolved to the point that calcium imaging
measurements at acquisition rates in the order of tens of Hz were possible (see for example LasserRoss et al., 1991). These early CCD cameras could optimally operate with moderate light levels
corresponding to hundreds to tens of thousands of photons per pixel. For voltage imaging, requiring
acquisitions in the kHz range, photodiode arrays were preferred. Photodiode arrays have higher readout noise than CCDs but also have much higher well-depth and can operate at high levels of light
corresponding to millions of photons per pixels per frame. These light levels render the read-out noise
negligible, and instead allow small changes in signal to be monitored as the intrinsic photon noise is
minimised. For this reason, they have been the optimal device for voltage imaging in extracellularly
stained preparations and transmitted light measurements, such as invertebrate ganglia (see for example
Zecevic et al., 1989) and brain slices (see for example Grinvald et al., 1982), where fractional changes
of fluorescence are small but resting light level is high. They were also used for the first single cell
studies (Zecevic, 1996) before being replaced by fast CCD cameras.

Fast CCD and EMCCD cameras
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In the second half of the nineties, CCD cameras capable of acquisition rates of hundreds of Hz or
faster became available (see for example Canepari & Mammano, 1998; Mammano et al., 1999). Fast
(>100Hz) cameras with vastly differing resolution and well-depth are now commercially available. For
example, RedshirtImaging offers the NeuroCCD SM256, a camera with 256X256 pixels of 600k ewell-depth capable of acquiring up to 100 full frame/s, and the NeuroCCD SMQ, a camera with 80X80
pixels of 215k e- well-depth capable of acquiring up to 2000 full frames/s. Because of its remarkable
speed (up to 20 kHz for binned sub-regions), the NeuroCCD SMQ was routinely used in single cell
membrane potential recordings (Djurisic et al., 2004; Holthoff et al., 2010; Canepari et al., 2010;
Foust et al., 2010) and in combined voltage and Ca2+ imaging recordings (Canepari et al., 2007; 2008;
Milojkovic et al., 2007; Canepari & Vogt, 2008). Other fast CCD cameras are available from
Photometrics (Tucson, AZ), Princeton Instruments (Trenton, NJ), PCO (Kelheim, Germany),
Hamamatsu Photonics (Hamamatsu City, Japan) and Teledyne DALSA (Thousand Oaks, CA).
Another advantage of modern CCD cameras is the high QE in the 500-700 nm range, >60% for
conventional sensors and > 90% for back-illuminated sensors, where the photons have an unrestricted
path to the photo-active silica. Fast CCD cameras have read-out noise of a few up to a few tens of eand are optimal for applications with moderate light levels, typically in single cell voltage and ion
imaging. This read-out noise, however, might be significant in applications with large signals but low
levels of background fluorescence. This might be the case of long recordings, where exposure to highintensity illumination is limited by dye photo-bleaching, or when dyes with large dynamic range but
low resting level are used (for instance the Fluo calcium indicators). In the past, the problem of
amplifying the light signal without amplifying the read-out noise was solved by using intensified CCD
cameras. Currently, the most practical solution is to use an electron multiplied (EM) camera. In an
EMCCD camera, photoelectrons generated in each pixel are passed through a gain register to multiply
them through a process of impact ionisation prior to digitisation. In this way, the signal reaching the
digitiser is sufficiently large to render the effective read-out noise <1 e-. EMCCD cameras were first
introduced by Andor Technology (Belfast, UK) who currently offers several back-illuminated
EMCCD cameras with different numbers of pixels and well-depths running at different speeds. Many
of the other companies offering CCD cameras (see above) also supply EMCCD cameras as an
alternative for low-light or high speed applications. Currently, EMCCD cameras are the best option for
ion imaging at low light levels (Coates et al., 2004) whereas for high levels of light, where the photon
noise is dominant over the read-out noise then EM gain should not be used as it will offer no benefit
and is in fact counterproductive as the gain register introduces statistical noise equivalent to square
root of two. Many EM cameras incorporate a conventional read-out amplifier in addition to the EM
amplifier so that the same camera is suitable for both high and low light measurements.
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CMOS cameras
For high light levels and high speed applications, PDAs were, until recently, the most commonly
used systems. In these devices, each photodiode has a separate amplification system which limits the
number of pixels and therefore the spatial resolution. For example, the NeuroPDA commercialised by
RedshirtImaging has 464 pixels (diodes). More recently, the same performance (high well-depth >107
e- and kHz frame rate), but with a larger number of pixels (>10,000) can be obtained using CMOS
cameras. Fast CMOS cameras for high-light, high-speed imaging are available from RedshirtImaging
and SciMedia (Costa Mesa, CA, the MiCAM02-CMOS system). High-speed and well-depth CMOS
cameras are currently the best detection system to record optical membrane potential changes in the
heart (Glukhov et al., 2010; Lang et al., 2011).
CMOS cameras are also available with lower well-depth and lower read-out noise, making this
technology potentially superior for measurements at low or medium light intensity. This new
generation of CMOS sensors with low read-out noise are usually referred to as “scientific” CMOS or
sCMOS. Among those recently commercialised, the highest performing cameras are from Hamamatsu
(model Orca Flash 4.0), PCO (Kelheim, Germany, model PCO.Edge), Andor (models Neo and Zyla).
The sensors of these cameras have over 4M pixels with well-depth of 30k electrons and a read-out
noise < 2 electrons. The cameras mentioned above are all capable of acquiring 100 frames/s at full
resolution but acquisition rates can be increased up to 25 kHz for linear regions of interest (ROIs) in
the centre of the sensor. Because high acquisition speeds can be obtained with a large number of
pixels, the “effective” well-depth can be increased by binning the frames after acquisition making
them suitable for applications where large pixels with high well-depth would traditionally be needed.
As an interesting alternative for high speed recording RedShirt Imaging demonstrated a new CMOS
camera at the 2013 Society for Neurosciences meeting. This camera has 128x128 pixels, 10,000
frames per second and a read noise of <4 e-. However, for extremely low light applications such as
single molecule analysis, EMCCD cameras still have the upper hand. A comparison by Photometrics
shows that up to about 10 photons per pixel, the S/N is superior for EMCCD cameras.

Discussion and future directions
We have analysed here the illumination and detection systems that are currently available for invitro membrane potential and ion imaging. For illumination systems, we focussed on LEDs and solid
state lasers as they represent the most practical solutions in nearly all applications. Lasers are more
powerful and are always preferable where monochromatic light is needed. However, commercially
available lasers may considerably vary in price and power according to the different wavelengths and
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cheap lasers cannot be reliably triggered, and thus require shutters to control illumination. This may
change as diode lasers become available at more wavelengths and with higher powers. LEDs are
usually preferable when illumination intensities up to 50 mW and spectral bands of 20 nm are
sufficient. LEDs are cheap and can be TTL triggered making them ideal for applications where short
exposure times are required. The technology of non-laser light sources is likely to advance in the next
few years. It is worth mentioning here the recently available solid-state multi-colour light sources such
as the Heliophor, commercialised by 89North (Burlington, VT), and a range of illuminators from
Lumencor (Beaverton, OR). These powerful (hundreds of mW) light sources, that can be triggered by
a TTL pulse, can be efficiently coupled to microscopes and offer an alternative to both LEDs, whilst
still not providing as much power at the sample as lasers. We have summarised these different light
sources in Table 1, showing the main characteristics as reported by manufacturers or as measured by
us.
For light detection, an ideal device will always provide measurements with the best possible S/N,
i.e. at the limit of photon noise. Currently, CCD, EMCCD and CMOS cameras have high QE and
behave in an ideal manner for different ranges of light detection, i.e. they are ideal for different ion or
voltage imaging applications. The number of pixels and the acquisition rates are correlated parameters
that need to be taken into account. Whereas a lower number of pixels will always result in a
compromise between spatial resolution (area of the preparation covered by a pixel) and total imaged
area of the preparation, this option will typically provide a higher speed. In this respect, Fig. 3
illustrates the field of view, obtained with a 10X and 60X objective and no magnification, for some of
the CCD, EMCCD, CMOS and sCMOS cameras currently available in the market. Table 2
summarises the most important characteristics of the same camera models. One point to note is that
EM cameras from Photometrics and Andor have recently been released with significantly higher frame
rates (Delta and Ultra respectively in the table), although this still lags behind the rates offered by
sCMOS or dedicated high-speed CCDs.
A final issue that must be discussed is the potential progress beyond the “standard” imaging
approaches based on uniform wide-field illumination and detection systems, and limited in quality by
out of focus fluorescence and a lack of depth discrimination. Confocal and 2P microscopy have been
extensively used to resolve signals from structures < 1µm such as dendritic spines. These
measurements, however, required scanning the preparation with the laser and, in the case of confocal
microscopy, with a pinhole. Scanning microscopy has the disadvantage that light exposure for each
point is inversely proportional to the number of points at a given “frame” rate and, in addition, the QE
of photomultipliers used in scanning microscopes is poor. Thus, confocal and 2P measurements are
performed with a relatively low number of photons and consequently with a large photon noise. Both
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confocal and 2P microscopy are possible using CCD or CMOS cameras without scanning. For
confocal microscopy, this can be obtained using a spinning disk. While the Yokogawa system
(Yokogawa, Tokyo, Japan; also commercialised by Solamere Technology, Salt lake City, Utah) is
currently the most used system, fast spinning disks are now available from Crest Instruments (Rome,
Italy). For 2P microscopy, single spot illumination can be potentially replaced by holographic
illumination allowing fluorescence excitation of well-defined patterns (Papagiakoumou et al., 2010), in
this way permitting the use of a camera for recording fluorescence from the whole illuminated pattern.
It is expected that careful optimisation of these two approaches will advance the state-of-the-art of
both ion concentration and membrane potential measurements.
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Glossary
Charge coupled device (CCD)
Electrons (e-)
Electron multiplying CCD (EMCCD)
Fractional change of fluorescence (ΔF/F)
Light emitting diode (LED)
Metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
Photodiodes array (PDA)
Quantum efficiency (QE)
Scientific CMOS (sCMOS)
Signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
Two-photon (2P)
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Fig.1. Comparison between ΔF/F signals

Fig.2. Photon noise limited Ca2+ recordings.

associated with an action potential (top traces)

(A) Dendrite of a neuron from a dissociated

from the dendrite of a CA1 hippocampal

hippocampal culture filled with 200 µM of the

pyramidal neuron in slice; bottom gray trace:

Ca2+ indicator Oregon Green BAPTA-1; top:

ΔF/F obtained by fluorescence excitation with

full-frame taken with a NeuroCCD SMQ

the light of a xenon lamp filtered at 525±25

camera; bottom: zoom from the image above

nm; bottom black trace: ΔF/F obtained by

indicating a sample pixel. (B) ΔF/F from the

fluorescence excitation with a 532 nm laser.

pixel in A associated with an action potential;

Modified from Canepari et al., 2010.

gray trace: single trial with 2,500 photons
captured from the sample pixel; black trace:
average of 9 trials (equivalent of ~22,000
photons from the sample pixel). In the single
trial, read-out noise (12 e-) << photon noise
(50 e-).
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Fig. 3. Field of view between the cameras listed in Table 2. This includes the regional field of view for
CCD, EMCCD, CMOS and sCMOS cameras.
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Type

Companies

Power (mW)

Power @ obj (mW)

Wavelength width (nm)

Trigger

LED

Cairn, Thorlabs, Rapp
OptoElectronic
CNI, Newport,
Laserglow, Cobolt
North89, Lumencor

100-900

20 – 80

20-200

Yes

100-500

80-300

1-2

No

150-750

?

20-40

Yes

SS Laser
Solid state

Table 1. The up-to-date principal light sources for voltage and ion imaging with some major
manufacturing companies, light power as provided by manufactures, power at back-aperture of the
objective measured by us, typical wavelength width of the spectrum and whether or not can be reliably
triggered by a TTL pulse in less than 1 ms. Each light source has fluctuations at 10-10k Hz <0.1 as
measured by us.

CCD
CoolSnap HQ2
(Photom etrics)

No. Pixels

Pixe l s ize
(μm )

WD (e-)

RON (e -)

Spe ed (fram es /s)

1392x1040

6.45x6.45

16000

5.5

Full frame – 11, 512x512 w ith 4x binning – 57

Clara (Andor)

1392x1040

6.45x6.45

18000

6.5

Full frame – 11, 512x512 w ith 4x binning – 52

Orca R2 (Ham am ats u)
NeuroCCD SM Q
(Reds hirt Im aging)

1344x1024

6.45x6.45

18000

6

Full frame -16, 512x512 w ith 4x binning – 65

80x80

24x24

215000

12

2000

512x512

16x16

160000

< 1 w ith EM gain

Full frame – 56, 128x128 pixels w ith CSM – 595

512x512

16x16

180000

< 1 w ith EM gain

Full frame – 62.5, 235@ 128x128 pixels

512x512

16x16

370000

< 1 w ith EM gain

Full frame – 31.9, 105@128 pixel row s

128x128

128x128

100000000

400

Full frame – 10000

188x160

30x30

450000

<150

Full frame – 1700

EM CCD
Ixon Ultra (Andor)
Evolve Delta
(Photom etrics)
Im agEM C9100-13
(Ham am atsu)
CM OS
Cardio CM OS SM 128f
(Reds hirt Im aging)
M iCAM 02-CM OS (Sci
M edia)
Scie ntific CM OS
Zyla s CM OS X10-tap
(Andor)
Neo sCM OS (Andor)
Orca Flash 4.0
(Ham am atsu)

2560x2160

6.5x6.5

30000

1.2

Full frame – 100, 1639@128x128 pixels

2560x2160

6.5x6.5

30000

1

Full frame – 100, 1616@128x128 pixels

2048x2048

6.5x6.5

30000

1.2

Full frame – 100, 1603@ 128x128 pixels

Table 2. List of selected cameras for voltage or ion imaging; all cameras except the MiCAM02-CMOS
have high QE (>60%) at 500-700 nm and a dynamic range >4000. Reported characteristics were given
by manufacturers.
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